Corrigendum to English Text

Page 36: Item 15.07

Before A insert "ex".

Page 40: Item 16.03

Before A insert "ex".

Page 41: Item 16.05

Before A insert "ex".

Page 43: Item 20.02

Sub-item F shall read: "F - Other, including mixed vegetables:"

Page 46: Item 20.07

Before A-3-e insert "ex".

Page 120: Item 55.09

After B-2-b-1-c insert the following sub-item:

"B - 2 - b - 2 - Cut strips of unfigured tissues consisting of cotton and of man-made fibres produced from natural organic polymers, not folded, of a width of twenty-three to twenty-seven millimetres . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18% UK".

Page 138: Item 62.05

In the first column opposite sub-item B-2-a replace "T" by "PSC 6".